
Wheatbelt Rock Hopping Trip 

14th to 18th April 2022 (Easter Holiday) 
 

Participants:  

Garry Wood  -  Trip Leader 
Terry and Jan 
Kerry and Sue 
Chris R 
Alex and Maria 
Steve and Kerry 
Roger and Joe 
Andrew and Hertha 
Carlo and Catherine  -  Visitors 
 
Report compiled by Hertha  
 
Thursday 14th. 

It was a lovely day to be travelling and we made good time to meet up with Woody, Terry, Jan, 
Alex and Maria at the small town of Goomalling.  After having lunch and fueling up we headed 
off to the Oak Park free camp about 17km North of Goomalling.  Oak Park is named after the 
Swamp She-oaks in the area and is renowned for its remnant native vegetation, gnamma holes 
and wetlands.  Terry found us a nice flat, large area and we all got busy setting up camp.  As this 
was happening, we had a surprise addition to our group in the form of Kerry and Sue (life 
members of our Club, who had been living in South Australia until recently).  Chris also arrived a 
short time later.  With setting up duties completed, we all settled around Terry and Jan’s fire pit 
as the evening had turned quite chilly. 
 
Friday 15th. 
We all left Oak Park around 9am, Woody guiding us along country gravel roads which were all 
quite good except for a couple of large muddy patches. Vehicles and Vans were decorated with 
some nice gooey mud so there will be some additional cleaning to do when we get home. 
Dowerin was the next destination, arriving at 10ish to meet up with Steve and Kerry, Roger and 
Jo and visitors Carlo and Catherine. 
From Dowerin we continued through Wyalkatchem, Kununoppin and then on to Mukinbudin 
where we all fuelled up at a 24-hour fuel depot.  As this took a while, Alex put the time to good 
use and gave his wagon a quick wash to remove some of the mud from earlier in the day. 
It was now lunch time and as there was a nice little café across the road from the parking lot, 
some of us decided to partake of some health food – hot chips, burgers, fizzy drinks and choc 
bars etc.- all good stuff!! 
On our way once more, travelling on very good dirt roads, we arrived at Elachbutting Rock mid-
afternoon.  There is a very large camping area at the Rock and a lot of Campers.  We managed to 
find an area spacious enough to accommodate our group and arranged ourselves leaving an area 
in the middle to place Terry’s trusty Fire Pit.  Chris was a little concerned that we were blocking 



the Track with the Fire Pit, if others wanted to get further into the bush.  Woody and I told him 
“tough luck there are plenty of other tracks and we were here first!!”  No one came near us. 
 
 
Later that afternoon we had a visit from a couple of ex Club members – Sandra and Terry.  It was 
great to catch up with them and have a chat. 
After dinner we all sat around the fire, chatted, told stories and admired the wonderful full 
Easter Moon. It was not as chilly as the previous night. 
 
Saturday 16th. 
We started our day’s outing, travelling on mostly dirt roads through the wonderful landscape of 
WA’s massive, seemingly never ending, wheat belt.  
Our first stop was Beringbooding Rock which has stone water catchment walls built around the 
Rock and a very large (2 million gallons) concrete tank built in 1937 by ‘sustenance labour’ at a 
cost of 10,000 pounds. Most of us climbed up the rock to view the majestic surrounds.  
Morning tea stop was at Bonnie Rock which was once a thriving little town. The original 
Schoolhouse/Hall is still standing and along the road are sign posts indicating what had once 
been on each site. There is also a children’s playground, a new toilet block and a large shed. 
Continuing through the wheat belt, our next stop was Snake Soak where there is a very large 
Concrete Water Tank, then on to Bencubbin, a nice tidy town where we stopped for lunch. Some 
of us had our prepacked lunches while others consumed more health food from the local café. 
After a round trip of over 250km we arrived back at camp in time to prepare that evening’s 
community dinner.  What a banquet it was, and after everyone ate more than they should, there 
was not much left.  After dinner we gathered around the campfire and socialized with the bright 
full Moon shining above. 
What a great ending to a brilliant full day’s outing. 
 

        
 



                            
 

                       
 
 
 

     
 
 
Sunday 17th. 
Jan, the Easter Bunny, had a restless night so decided 3am was a good time to deliver her 
chocolate Easter Eggs to the sleeping campers.  Chris was disturbed by the sound of rustling in 
the bush beside his camper and thought it was someone up to no good, so was surprised when 
he confronted the Bunny doing her deliveries.  At breakfast more goodies were distributed by 



Maria and Catherine. (Just as well chocolate Easter Eggs don’t contain calories!!).  Thank you, 
Easter Bunnies, for the goodies. 
We were off on our day’s outing about 9:30am.  Terry and Jan stayed in camp to do some 
painting, quilting and relaxing.  Jan’s early morning Bunny duties had taken its toll. 
First was Geeraning Rock and then on to Wattoning Historical Site where there were old Wells, 
Gnamma Holes and a very small Cemetery. 
From there we followed the Wheatbelt Way Drive Trail to Mukinbudin in time for lunch and 
some more nutritious health food or prepacked lunches. 
More driving continued through the never ending wheatbelt country.  It would be fantastic to 
visit this area when the crops are up and green but at this time of year it is very dry. Crop 
seeding has not yet started in some areas. The farmers will be hoping for rain soon to help 
germination. 
Back at camp in the afternoon, Chris gave Andrew and Woody a demo with his Drone and even 
risked letting them have a fly (it still works and is in one piece). 
After dinner, we again settled in around the Fire Pit and under a full moon did some drinking, 
chatting and more drinking.  A lot of the conversation centred around trying to convince me that 
it would be a good idea for Andrew to buy a Drone. Their lobbying was not successful. 
 
 

         
 
 

                 
 



 
Monday 18th. 
As it was a workday tomorrow, Steve and Kerry, Roger and Jo & Kerry and Sue packed up and 
headed home in the morning.  Carlo and Catherine also left as they were meeting up with friends 
and continuing their journey. 
After a late morning tea of toasted Hot X Buns, Alex and Maria stayed in camp to relax, and the 
rest of us decided to explore and take in some of the sights around Elachbutting Rock. There was 
a 4WD track which took us up and around to the far side of the Rock from our camp site.  Most 
of us were not fit or energetic enough to do much climbing or walking, so out came the Drone 
again.  Chris and Andrew had a bit of a play with the Drone (no crashes) and some photos and 
videos were taken. I am still not convinced that one is needed in our household. 
We then proceeded further around the Rock to Monty’s Pass and Wave, Walk Trail. This was 
very spectacular with a cliff formation in the form of a wave, an enclosed passage where the rock 
had split apart and several caverns under the rock ledge. 
Back to camp for our last dinner and as our numbers had reduced, we could all sit closer to the 
fire pit. 
 

           
 
 

         
 



           
 
Tuesday 19th. 
We all packed up this morning and left our wonderful camping spot.  Andrew and I headed 
home, the others South to Free Camps or Caravan Parks before we all meet up again at Jenny’s 
Farm Stay at Yarloop for the Anzac long weekend. 
 
 
It was a pleasure to have our visitors Carlo and Catherine on this trip. The banter and nonsense 
which is the norm on our trips was well received and dished back when deserved.  I hope they 
enjoyed the trip. 
 
And Woody – Thank you for organizing and leading an exceptionally good trip.  

 


